Year 5

Allotment!
Knowledge Organiser

Retrieval Facts
What prior knowledge will help me with this topic:
-Habitats (Science) – Year 2 -The Earth’s structure (Geography year 4) -Recognise the difference between a tint and a shade (Art and Design – Year 3).
-The conditions and environments different plants grow best in. (Science) - How to use CAD (Computer Aided Design). (Design and Technology -Spring Year 5).
-Parts of a flower e.g. anther, style, filament, stem, stigma and petal. (Science Year 2 and 5)- What to include within a design criteria. (Design and Technology).
Key Locations

Gr8! Words

Key Vocabulary you will learn and use
Word

Definition

biome

Areas of land which share the same
climate, landscape, vegetation and animals.

vegetation

Plants that are found in that area.

climate
topography

The weather in an area.

agriculture

The practice of growing crops or raising
animals. Someone who works as a farmer
is in the agriculture industry.
A covered, sometimes heated, container
filled with compost used for growing seeds

propagator
fertility
seasonality
fair trade

The shape and arrangement of physical
(natural) features of the land.

The different biomes on Earth

Farming practices across the UK

How well the soil can provide crops with
essential plant nutrients.
The times of the year when a certain type
of food is at its best, either in terms of
harvest or flavour.
Fair trade allows farmers to be paid a fair
price for the things they make and to have
better working conditions.

Lesson Sequence
Wider Reading

Books, websites and other sources you may find helpful:
The Secret Garden, by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Wild Flowers, by Christopher J. Humphries
Plant, by David Burnie
The Gardening Book, by Jane Bull

Key Questions you will be able to answer
• What is a biome?
• What is a propagator? How would we make one?
• Can I explain what Topography is?
• Do I know the different soil types?
• Could I explain how soil fertility, drainage and climate affect agricultural land
use?
• Do I know what seasonality and fair trade are?
• What are the types of agricultural land use in the UK?
• What is arable farming in the UK?
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Geography
Know what a biome is.
Understand features of biomes. including vegetation,
wildlife and climate.
Understand topography in agriculture.
Understand soil types and carry out a geographical
enquiry.
Understand how soil fertility, drainage and climate affect
agricultural land use.
Understand the different types of agricultural land use in
the UK.
Understand arable farming in the UK and the wider world.
Music
Use chords in music
Improvise freely in music.
1Use chords to accompany a silent scene to create mood
and atmosphere.
Use chords to accompany a melody.
Record a composed accompanied piece using staff
notation.
Use chords to accompany a silent scene to create mood
and atmosphere.
Record a composed accompanied piece using staff
notation.
Create a ternary piece of music using chords.
Art and Design
Use different tints and shades of colours when painting.
Make detailed observational drawings
Mix and use tints and shades of colour using a range of
drawing materials.

Design and Technology
• Research existing products and evaluate their
suitability and functions.
• Understand how electrical systems work in Design
and Technology.
• Create our own design brief for a propagator
design.
• Use computing aided design in our design work.
• Use a computer to control a product
• Make a final propagator prototype with an
electrical circuit.
• Evaluate a product.
• Know what seasonality and fair trade is
• Understand the source of natural resources
including food.
• Plan a cost – effective dish that contributes to a
healthy diet.
• Use a variety of cooking techniques to make a
dish that contributes to a healthy diet.
• Taste and evaluate a savoury dish
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Computing
Review and understand coding vocabulary.
Design and write a program using the repetition
tool.
Understand and use IF statements in 2code.
Combine the use of variables, IF statements and
repeat commands.
Design, code, execute and debug a program in
2code.

Sticky Knowledge
1. A biome is an area of land which shares the same climate, landscape, vegetation and
animals.

2. A propagator is like a mini greenhouse made of plastic, with vents so you can manage the
temperature inside. It creates the perfect conditions for growing vegetables from seeds, skeeping the soil
moist and the air warm.

3. Fair trade is when you buy or sell products and items that enable those who have
produced them, like farmers, to be paid fairly.

4. Different foods grow better and different times of the year. This is called seasonality.
For example, Scottish raspberries are juicy and delicious in the summer and early
autumn.

5. There are three main types of farming in the UK: arable, pastoral and mixed. Arable farms grow
crops and cereals. Pastoral farms rear animals. Mixed farms grow crops and keep animals.

6. Most plants grow from seeds into seedlings and then into adult plants. For this process to take place, specific conditions
are required. Plants need the right amount of water, nutrients, air, light, warmth, space and time to grow healthy.

Homework Menu
Date to be returned: Monday 18th July 2022
Create a poster on the
origins of a plant e.g. What
climate it grows in? How
long it lives for?

Junk modeling! Make a
mini allotment out of
recycled materials from
around your house.

Read the rest of The
Secret Garden on Oxford
Owl. Write a book review.

